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ABSTRACT: This research starts from some consideration about the wooden composite beams used to underpin
the floors of the wide halls of the mansions in the Dukedom of Ferrara between the fifteenth and the sixteenth
century. These kinds of structures are localized also in Trento, Verona, and Mantua which, like Ferrara, was used
to employ Tyrolean wood for their construction yards. The aims of this study are to map the spread of the composite beams in these first three cities, describe the local differences, and try to understand how and through
which routes the knowledge about this particular carpentry have been diffused on a wide area. After an extensive gathering of examples in the three cities, a first analysis show that Ferrara maybe wasn’t the first to
used the composite beams, even if, surely, have reached a high level of perfection in their realizations.

INTRODUCTION
The use of composite beams spreads over a large area of northern Italy between the fifteenth and the sixteenth century. This technological solution allowed covering wide halls on the main floors of the buildings, often supported by huge loggia or thick porticos.
In those centuries in the Po Valley the woods were much reducing and also the supply of big tree trunks too.
In double framework floors these beams allow to cover up rooms up to 16 m by using small, shaped and assembled elements in order to obtain a single beam. The full span elements have a section smaller than required by a single beam so it’s possible to exploit the full length of the trunk, therefore younger trees could be
employed with significant material and economic savings.
The timber from conifer trees in the forests of Tyrol came down from Bronzolo (BZ) to Verona by the Adige River
(Canali, G., 1939). Then it flowed into the area of Polesine through a network of channels, reaching Mantua
and Ferrara by the Po River.
So far studies describe the composite beams as typical of the Dukedom of Ferrara, dealing deeply with technological and constructive aspects. However samples of these beams can be found in a wider area, opening
questions about their origins, chronology and diffusion.
The choice to extend our studies to the territory of the Adige basin is based on the confirmed presence of
composite beams in cities linked by the same Tyrolean timber-supplying network.
Starting from Trento, Verona and Mantua, this research aims to trace the geographical area and the chronological succession of these structures, detecting possible relationships which promoted the diffusion.
The shown extensive gathering of examples, based on more renowned and accessible buildings, includes fortification, public and private city mansions, monastic complexes and country villas.
The detailed measurements of the most significant examples have been integrated by bibliographic research
in order to reach chronological informations about the buildings.
Among the others examples the Rocca Estense in S. Martino in Rio (Reggio Emilia), the castle of Bardi, on the
Appennini between Parma and Piacenza, the Palazzo dei Pio in Carpi (Modena), the Salone dei Cinquecento
in Palazzo Vecchio (Firenze) e the Convento di S. Cosma e Damiano in Venezia, clearly show that, in order to
full describe this subject, several and different areas have to be studied.
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TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Models of composite beams have been described in the treatises between the fourteenth and the fifteenth
century, even if in the building practice previous examples could be found (sketches and drawings by Leon
Battista Alberti, Leonardo da Vinci, Francesco di Giorgio Martini, Sebastiano Serlio e Giovanni Branca and,
also, the more recent by Francesco Milizia and Daniele Donghi). The examination of the treatises, however,
goes beyond the aims of this research.
Setting up a composite beam requires great abilities by the carpenters in order to make perfect joints and also
knowledge about use of 1/3 or 1/4 width/height ratio, which is the best solution for flexure strength.
The assembling procedures could be little different but, typically, the beams are built in three or four pieces:
the “catena” is the only full-span element, is set in the lower side and is tensile resistant; the “puntone”, two for
each beam, is set above the catena and is compression resistant. In the four pieces kind, a “tassello” or
“chiave” are set on the centre, above the catena and between the puntoni. Structural elements are joined by
teeth, which form a jagged profile know as “dardo di Giove”, in order to avoid the sliding. Long nails are inserted on top and hammered in again on the bottom.
The most used type is the three pieces composite beam, described also by Leon Battista Alberti, with a truss
static behaviour. The four pieces beam (also known as “leonardesca”) has a static behaviour comparable to
an arch, due to the insertion of the “tassello” and the bending of the catena. In this type, finishing elements
named shoulders were set above the puntoni to regularize the top of the beam.
The six-pieces beams were employed to cover wide spaces and, maybe were the finest expression of composite beams. The “tassello”, in this case named “chiave”, was shaped with teeth and the shoulders were
structural elements.

Figure 1- left: Map of north of Italy. Marks sign the cities with composite beams. Right: Table that shows the
years in which we find the typologies of beams in the analysed cities
VERONA
In the various cases studied, the oldest examples are in Verona. Inside a bend in the Adige River, in the ancient nucleus of the city where there are still many late-medieval buildings, we have found two examples of
beams with different configurations.
The first one is found in the mansion of Trabucchi, in a tower-house located in the corner of the complex. Here
the room of the second floor is covered by a double-frame wooden structure, with two composite beams long
over 8.5 m (average height 63 cm, thickness 17 cm). These are assembled with three shaped pieces, each
fixed by two teeth; the principal rafters (puntoni) and tie-beam (catena) are nailed in eight points corresponding to where the upper pieces meet and to the teeth. On the bottom of the “catena” the heads of the nails
have a conic form and are supported by a metallic plate engraved in the shape of a star.
The age of the floor is deduced by the older decorative paintings, dating back to the first half of the fourteenth century, that are found on the walls and which match the ceiling (Doglioni, F., 1987). In general this
type of house, in form of tower, was built in the thirteenth-century and then it was usually modified after the
beginning of the fourteenth century; consequently these floors were sometimes those constructed with the
original building or, at times, during the fourteenth -century.
Along the same road in a building (not named due to the expressed wishes of the owners) also datable to the
middle of the fourteenth century, there are beams assembled in a singular way, which we haven't found in
any other of the cases we studied. These ceilings cover two large halls, which are now divided into various
rooms.
Here there are five elements, two of which run the length of the room: the tie beam, two side pieces (puntoni)
that converge on a central element (chiave) and another continuous beam which rests above all of these.
This structure has a considerable cross section (70 x 19 cm) comparised to the span of the room (about 7 m)
and the interaxes (3 / 3.4 m between the centre line of a beam and the next), neither of which are abnormal
in this case. In addition, these beams were assembled and erected without the visible use of nails and are very
resistant due to their particular assembly design and their sizeable height. The central element of this design is
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found only in the roofs located in Ferrara; here the beams were made with six pieces, and later with a better
and more refined design.

Figure 2: The central beam of Loggia dei Rettori in Podestà's Palace, Verona. 1) Catena (tie-beam); 2) Puntone
(rafter); 3) tassello or chiave

Figure 3: An example of a beam assembled with five elements, made in the fourteenth century
Moving from private buildings to public ones, there are three examples concerning open loggias, located in
government buildings. In Soave, a town in the province of Verona, a composite beam underpins the ceiling of
the Courthouse on the ground floor. This beam was made of three pieces with a length of about 8.5 m. The
dating of this building, going back to 1375 and the period of Cansignorio della Scala, allows us once again to
trace the appearance of these beams to the fourteenth century, and to associate them with a context of
building's knowledge which predates the Renaissance.
The urban examples are found later and both are located in the piazza dei Signori, the centre of power for the
city; these are more complex structures with remarkable dimensions.
Palace of the Podestà, built at the end of the thirteenth century by Cangrande della Scala, has a loggia that
opens onto the square. Initially the loggia extended across the entire front of the building, but the left side of
this loggia was probably closed at the end of the fifteenth century (Brugnoli, P., 1988).
The right side of the loggia was restored and enlarged in 1419, under the venetian Rectories Nicolò Zorzi and
Bartolomeo Morosini; the coats of arms and the date are still visible on the central beam, engraved and
painted in the wood.
The roof has a double-frame wooden structure with three beams, assembled with four pieces: a tie beam, two
lateral elements (puntoni) and central “chiave”, with a clear span of 10.3 m and thickness of 25 cm; the central beam, which reaches a height of 94 cm, is the tallest found in our case study.
The beams have three teeth joints and four vertical nails for each side; on the underside of the tie beam the
heads of the nails have a conic form and are stopped by circular plate, set in a carved groove in the wood.
Thanks to documentation we can also date back the roof of the bordering Loggia of the Council with precision; it was paid for at the end of the construction in 1487 (Dionisi, M., 2000-2001).
The carpenters, working here between 1485-90, had family originally from Lombardy (Milan and Aureria); one
was from Verona. As they were paid for the creation of stone architrave as well, we can judge that these master-builders were businessmen able to coordinate various types of works.

Figure 4: Wooden beam ceiling of Loggia del Consiglio, Verona
The planning of this building, which was the meeting place for the City Council, encouraged a debate that
lasted more than thirty years and its realization involved the best workers present in the city, in particular for the
decorative ornamentation. For this reason we can say that it represented the state of the art at the time and
of the well-established local techniques, among which we again see the ability of the carpenters in building
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multi-piece trusses in a roof that covers the public loggia and that allows the possibility of having a large saloon above.
The beams are seven, each of four parts, with an average clear span of 9.5 m and three teeth for side, each
positioned at a distance of 4 m from each other. On the bottom of the tie-beam there are the circular heads
of the nails. These heads are not supported by a metallic plate and so they often create a small cavity in the
wooden surface; beside them there are hanging bosses with ornamental function, fixed at a regular distance.
These structures have been strengthened, in the second half of nineteenth century, with metallic strips fixed
with passing bolts; these strips form a triangle according to the static scheme of the beam.
In a wider area of the city, beyond the boundaries of Roman plant, we find other cases in noble mansions of
the fifteenth and the sixteenth century.
The mansion of Boldieri, and then Malaspina and Bottagisio, built by a branch of Boldieri's family towards the
half of the fifteenth century, has an inside loggia to the Ground floor This loggia looks on a courtyard, from
which the staircase rose once to reach a second loggia on the first floor.
The ceiling that covers this entryway is constituted by a double plot of wooden beams of spruce-fir. The ceiling
is richly painted and above wooden planks there is a venetian terrazzo (Bagattini, E., 2003).
The principal plot is constituted by three beams (with clear span of 9.8 m and section of average 23 x 60 cm),
located to an interaxes equal to 3.10 m, and seem to be assembled by four pieces with eight nails; the heads
of these nails draw on the same motive of the Trabucchi's building of the fourteenth century, with circular plate
decorated with star.
The dating of the attics of another inside loggia, of Carlotti's mansion, is decidedly more uncertain. Also this
building is located to the boundary of the Roman town wall, but in the opposite side to the former.
In bibliography we found only indication regarding the Baroque setup of the building, but clearly the complex
is from the result of the addition of existing buildings. Carlotti settled here during the fourteenth century; the
presence of a coat of arms of the Scaligeri's period could date back the building of the central body to the
fourteenth century.
Here the loggia is divided in two wings, the one larger correspondent to the first nucleus of the building and
the one smaller that should correspond to a block subsequently acquired. These wide spaces, on which are
opened the entrances of the apartments, are covered by wooden floors with beams composite with three
pieces.
The greatest clear spans are over 8.7 m. Three beams seem to be older because they have nails similar to the
previous example. Two of these were subsequently been placed side by side and, only in one case transversally unified, with other composite beams with a simpler design.
As a later example we mention that in Palazzetto Sebastiani, mansion built by Girolamo Sebastiani about 1570,
on a pre-existing building, of which inside are preserved traces of fresco going back again to fourteenth century.
Bounding our observations to a careful visual analysis, all these structures seem to be in coniferous tree, independently from the different datings; the origin from South-Tyrol of construction timber, used in the city, is confirmed.
All the cases of Verona, also with different configurations, have in common a technique characteristic, which
we might define as a local one: the direction of the nails is inverted in comparison to the other cities. In fact
the nails are plunged upward by the bottom, so we don't see on the lower surface the tip of the nail hammered in again, but we see the head, shaped in recurrent motives/forms.
The ability to model and assemble these beams, as already shown by these examples, goes back to at least
late medieval technical knowledges. This technique is also transcribed in architectural treatise, as consolidated patrimony of knowledge.
The first example here described, with a conformation without later comparisons, probably represent an older
structural scheme in comparison to the others with three or four elements diffused in the following centuries.
TRENTO
Moving towards the North, along the Adige River, there is another meaningful example of composite beams,
important for geographical position, dimensions and the presumed dating.
In the castle of the Buonconsiglio of Trento, in the area south-west of the so-called Castelvecchio, there are
two wide rooms on the second floor (the old chapel) and third floor (the Popes' room), covered by wooden
floors, with eight beams each.
On the lower level only four beams are old, they are strangely inserted at different heights and the planking
above is visibly tilted. The beams are assembled with three pieces, fixed with three teeth of shearing stress for
side and eight nails. The tip of the nails is hammered in again on the bottom surface. The average span covered is 9.3 meters, the section approximately 23 x 64 cm and the wood, by a visual analysis, is of conifer tree.
Also on the third floor only four beams are old, the other ones are partly recently made partly integrated with
conpling. The cross section is similar to lower beams, the length varies from 8.9 to 10.3 m, because the room isn't regular and, as it often happens in these cases, the beams are not perpendicular to the weight-bearing
walls.
These beams, assembled with three elements, have an unusual configuration of the tie-beam. This one is
shaped as an arc in the central part, so that the inflexion for the strain of exercise is opposed also by the form.
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Following the constructive phases of the castle in the historical documents, this two rooms goes back to 1255
(Rasmo, N. 1976), when the castle was enlarged with the new building of bishop Egnone, in which the two
rooms are located, and by the apartments on the oriental wall; the function of the two environments, chapel
and chancellery, were unchanged for more than one century and a half.
Since the phase of renewal's works, at the beginning of fifteenth century, seems to interest mostly the apartments, the decorative apparatus, the form of the windows and a general elevation of the castle, we can reasonably affirm that these floors in matter could have been built in the second halves of the XIII century. Otherwise they could be built at the beginning of the fourteenth century.
If the first dating will be verified, these floors represent a first medieval example of composite beams. Consequently, the ability of working wood could be set in these places, also politically to the border among the
states of the Po Valley and the county of the Tirol. So the origin of this technology could geographically coincide with the area from which the construction timber was produced and then traded.
Comparing with the fourteenth-century examples in Verona, where there are maximum three beams for each
ceiling and clear span less then 8.5 metres, the two rooms in the castle have wider floors, with large beams,
that are the result of a more advanced constructive ability. In the castle of the Buonconsiglio the beams reach
dimensions, which those in the loggias of Verona, Ferrara and in the buildings of Mantua, will reach just afterward.
In the centre of the city there are others interesting wooden structures in Palazzo Geremia; this was a noble
mansion, built on medieval pre-existences, since the end of the fifteenth century until the first decade of the
sixteenth, by the nobleman Giovanni Antonio Pona.
Also here the beams cover two overlapped sizeable rooms: the atrium and the portico on the ground level
(large about 9 m) and the central hall, long as the building, on the first floor (width from 9.1 m up to 9.95 m,
length 22 - 23 m).
In both examples the beams in four pieces outnumber, but there is also one beam in three pieces which shows
that probably, in this case, the choice of the configuration was determined by the size of the available
coniferous timber. The beams of the hall have the greatest cross sections which measures 22 x 80cm. This building is one of the first Renaissance's mansions of the city. The architectural and decorative language and his
spatiality make it similar to the buildings of the lowland described in this study.

Figure 5: Three pieces beams in the Castello del Buonconsiglio in Trento
MANTUA
The examples found in Mantua belong to the full-grow age in the composite beams and are dated since the
end of the fourteenth century and the sixteenth, even if later cases can’t be excluded. The beams are spread
in the all city, which had three steps in its historical expansion, with the main concentration in the third range,
coinciding with arises of the Lordship of Gonzaga in the 1328.
The older case recognized is probably the floor on the first floor of the Palazzo del Capitano, in Sordello
Square, inside the civitas vetus (ancient city), the first core of the city. The current arrangement of the palace
could be dated back just after the arise of the Gonzaga or at the enlargement and modification works made
between 1329 and 1340 (Algeri, G., 2003)
The ornaments of the floors are dated to halves of fourteenth century and three composite beams in three
pieces form the main frame. The beams, in broad-leaved wood, are long 9.5 m, with a section of about 20 x 60
cm, with nails driven from the top, some times replaced or put side by side by threaded steel bar and lock
nuts.
The frame is now hidden between the ceiling and the floor so the interpretation are based on the recent photographs and measurements by LIAF laboratory of the Polytechnic of Milan which unfortunately don’t show
the geometry of the singles pieces of the beams
In the Clarisse of S. Lucia’s Monastery, started in the 1380, there is another example of broad-leaved wood
beams. On the ground floor there are several composite beams in three pieces, someone formerly with
brackets, in elm or oak wood, long between 7 and 8.3 m and sections between about 20 x 60 cm and 24 x 65
cm.
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In the building there are also beams in conifer wood which underpins floors on the ground floor, among which
a loggia, and on the first floor. The two beams in the loggia are in three parts, with three teeth for each “puntone” and six nails hammered in again on the bottom. The section is about 19 x 60 cm with clear span of
about 7 m.
Not so far from Mantua it is possible add to this list also the composite beams in the Palazzo Ducale of Sabbioneta, mansion of a cadet branch of the Gonzaga’s family. This palace was the centre of the politic life of the
Dukedom of Sabbioneta, the home of Vespasiano Gonzaga and built since 1554 until 1590 by master mason
Antonio della Torre and Nicolò della Noce from Cremona (Sartori, G., 2005).
The first floor holds most of the original ornaments and also the wooden floors. In the room knows as “of the
elephants” there is a floor often moved and modified along the centuries, which have loose all the originals
elements but the beams. These are composites of three pieces, in broad-leaved wood, long 8.20 m and with a
section of among 23 x 60 cm. The “puntoni” have each 2 teeth, one at the same distance from others and are
nailed with square section nails hammered in again on the bottom of the beam.
A first list of buildings in Mantua which surely contain composites beams shows how this technical solution was
know full well. After the already mentioned Palazzo del Capitano and S. Lucia’s Monastery there are: Palazzo
Gazini-Rizzini (first half of fifteenth century), Casa Menozzi (about 1480), “Hall of Zodiac” in Palazzo d’Arco (fifteenth century), Casa Rimini Gallico (fifteenth century), Palazzo Aldegatti (fifteenth century), Palazzo Ippoliti Leoni (sixteenth century), Palazzo in via Arrivabene, 22 (sixteenth century), Arengario of Palazzo del Podestà
(sixteenth century). Others examples are spread in the country as: Palazzo Secco-Pastore (fifteenth century) in
S. Martino Gusnago, villa Capilupi (sixteenth century) in Palidano di Suzzara and the Galvagnina Vecchia (fifteenth - sixteenth century) near Moglia.
All of these examples are in conifer wood and someone have peculiar features.
In the sixteenth century Hall of Zodiac in Palazzo d’Arco (Signorini, R., 2000) there are four composite beams in
three pieces in conifer wood, long about 9.7 m and a section of 20 x 60 cm. At the present time these are the
longest beam found in Mantua. The puntoni are joint to the “catena” by four teeth almost vertical each distance 1.2 m and which form a “dardo di Giove” profile.

Figure 6: Three pieces beam in the Salone dello Zodiaco in Palazzo d’Arco in Mantova.
The bigger example of composite beam in Mantua is in the sixteenth century part of Palazzo Leoni, formerly
Ippoliti; the floor is underpinned by three beams in three pieces long almost 9 m and with a section of about
24 x 80 cm. the beams, in conifer wood with brackets, have four vertical teeth, each distance about 1.2 m, for
each “puntone” and nails driven on top and hammered in again on the bottom of the beam. One head of
the beams, probably degraded by water infiltrations, has been replaced during the recent restructuring works.

Figure 7: Three pieces beam in the Palazzo Ippoliti – Leoni in Mantua.
The loggias and the porticos are compositives and architectural elements typical of the houses in fifteenth and
sixteenth century in Mantua and often were covered by wooden floors. (Istituto Carlo D'Arco per la storia di
Mantova, 1961)
Under the portico which splits the courtyard of the house in Via Arrivabene 22, for instance, there are six composite beams in three pieces, making a match. The beams, probably in conifer wood, seem previous to the
others elements of the floor, probably replaced during maintenance works. The maximum clear span is about
7 m with an average section of 22 x 63 cm and each of the two “puntoni” have three vertical teeth, one every
120 cm, and nails plunged on top and hammered in again on the bottom of the beam. The presence of these
structures could mean that this building was build before of the seventeenth century.
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Figure 8 – Right: Three pieces beams put, side by side, in the house in Via Arrivabene, 22. Left: The three and a
four pieces beams in the Arengario of Palazzo del Podestà
On the first level of the Arengario, architectural element belonged to the Palazzo del Podestà probably built
since 1239 until 1294, there are three composite beams. The relationship with the wall decorative paintings on
the southern wall help to date the beams to the first half of the sixteenth century; the kind of beam, in three
parts like all the others until now discovered in Mantua and built in the same period, allow this hypothesis.
The current floor has a double frame on seven main beams, three of which are composites, two in three
pieces and one in four. All the beams are in conifer wood, with an average section of 18 x 64 cm and length
between 9 and 9.3 m. The three pieces kind has four teeth for each “puntone” and nails hammered in again
on the bottom of the beam. The one in four pieces have the insertion of the central “tassello” but seemingly
don’t have nails but maybe internal metal bars hidden by round wooden cap. At present this is the only example of four pieces beam discovered in Mantua.
The type in three pieces, with nails driven from the top and tips hammered in again on the bottom results the
more used composite beam in Mantua. Only one case of four pieces beam has been found, but we were not
able to date it. The most used timber is the fir wood even if can be find examples of elm or oak and the dimensions go from 7 m to almost 10, with section between 16 x 50 and 24 x 80 cm.
The use of composite beams was common in Mantua and it doesn’t seem closely related with the need to
cover wide spaces but, could answers to aesthetic and composite choices. In Palazzo Gazini – Rizzini, for instance, the joints of the parts and the nails are hidden by the painted decoration, leaving just the appearance
of a single unusually slim beam. In other situations the composite beams are employed to hold elaborated
panelled ceilings, like in the Palazzo Ducale of Mantua, loosing every aesthetic role and becoming a simple
structural solution to hide.
The teeth are often vertical and positioned each at the same distance from the others. Normally there are
three teeth for each “puntone” or four if the clear span is up to nine metres. It seems doesn't exist relationship
between the beam span and the number of the pieces. The square section nails are always driven on the top,
near the teeth, and hammered in again on the bottom of the beam. In neither of the beams studied appears
to have impressed the bending of the “catena”.
Handiness of availability on the wood market could justify the employing of mountain wood but not nearly infrequent was the use of local broad-leaved wood. This was used in buildings belonging to leading lordship or
religious orders, which were owner of large plot of terrain, often with woods suitable to give construction timber
as, for instance, the Bosco della Fontana, near Mantua, residual of the woods once belongs to the Gonzaga. It
should be noted that the traditional pre-industrial building tended to the autarchy, using building materials
more readily available in the territory and adapting the building techniques accordingly.
Customers turned to the timber market, and so to the supply coming from alpine forests, when they are
needed large amounts of timber homogeneous or for reasons of prestige. That is probably why most of the
Mantuan composite beams are of fir wood. Local timber indicates that, at least in Mantua, the use of composite beams was independent by the sources of supply.
It is possible that the local carpenters mastered this technology, even if it is not yet clear through which channels the practical knowledge on the implementation of these beams came in Mantua. Certainly the capital
city of the Gonzaga had close relations with Verona and Ferrara and, in at least one case, the sixteenth century Villa Capilupi in Palidano di Suzzara, the presence of a master from Ferrara to supervise the work has
documented.
CONCLUSIONS
In the end of this first phase of studies is possible to draw some conclusions. The interpretation of the dimensional data underlines that the typology of beam in three pieces is the most employed, with examples scattered between the mid fourteenth century and the end of the sixteenth. In the same period the composite
beams diffused in the centre-northern Italy. Floors long up to 9 m are generally covered by this type of beams,
employing dimensions comprises between 17 x 50 and 24 x 80 cm (width x height).
When span is near or up to ten meters, are used beams in four pieces, with proportionally increase in cross sections until to about 1meter. The insertion of the central ”tassello”, allows downsizing the length of the “puntoni”.
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There anyway some exceptions where beams in three pieces cover span of almost ten meters: in the castle of
Buonconsiglio in Trento, in fact, there are some of more considerables examples. In others buildings, the presence of following strengthenings seems to report that the excessive slenderness of these beams has brought
problems of rigidity of the floor (d'Arco Palace in Mantua).
Accepting the hypothesis not yet verified that the beams of the Buonconsiglio castle can be dated back to
halves of thirteenth century, we can say that this constructive model made its first apparitions in a medieval
building in the most northern city of our research. Then this model spreads in the lowland among the cities of
the trade basin of the Adige up to the sixteenth century. Here it became a constructive expedient for the
Renaissance buildings and, in the end, it comes back in Trento in a mansion of the beginning of sixteenth century, more than two centuries later; this building looks to the figurative and spatial models of the lowland.
The systematic investigations about composite beams did in Ferrara were the firsts and a comparation is
needed. The Ferrara's examples are characterised by a high level in realization and by an advanced level of
research, which develop several versions of schemes, also complex. In Ferrara technical aspect and aesthetical character are increased and there are floors with clear span really notable.
However, observing the chronological data, the firsts examples located in the Estensi's capital are dated 1430;
therefore they are later than the Verona's beams of Trabucchi's building (halves of the fourteenth century) and
of the more renowned Loggia of the Rettori (1417), and later than those in Trento's castle.
Ferrara, from the Renaissance, doesn't have own woods for provisioning and so all the timber comes from the
Alps by the Adige River via Verona.
The same way supplied also the Dukedom of Mantua, where, from halves of fifteenth century and the end of
the sixteenth, there is a great employment of the composite beams.
In the three analyzed cities, there are little differences in the setting-up of the beams as, for instance: kind of
wood employed, system of driving in nails or number of pieces.
The presence of local declinations strengthens the hypothesis that, also admitting a common origin of this
technology, it belongs to the technical baggage of the carpenters, at the end of the Middle Ages and then in
the Renaissance. Moreover this technology was applied independently by the kind of timber employed; every
time was the necessity to cover notable length.
The use of the composite beams in the buildings of the government and in the symbolic buildings in Verona
and Ferrara, shows at the same time the reliability of these beams exceptionally slender and the high level of
the wooden working reached by the local carpenters.
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